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Active insurance law
The Law Commissions have published a draft Insurable 
Interest Bill, which moves things on from their previous 
consultation. Evidently, the concept of insurable 
interest as far as general insurance is concerned was 
not deemed to be a problem but some updates have 
been made to the concept for life insurance. First of all, 
I always find it sad to see sections of the Life Assurance 
Act 1774 Act repealed – if it's made it this far, it can't 
have been that badly drafted. Nostalgia aside, the 
draft Bill now introduces the concept of "life-related 
insurance" with wider categories of insurable interest. 
Nevertheless, lack of an insurable interest has the 
effect of voiding the contract. The reasonable prospect 
of economic loss is separated out at section 2(2) and 
is in itself enough to create an insurable interest. 
However, as you would expect, the Bill considers 
additional categories of those persons in whose lives 
you might have an insurable interest and also clarifies 
the position as far as trustees and, in particular, 
pension trustees are concerned. Some commentary 
has discussed with some excitement the fact that the 
Bill updates the concepts involved in marriage – hence 
recognising civil partnerships, and includes co-habitees 
where they live as together as spouses or civil partners. 
This is quite interesting as you can see some debates 
arising as to what constitutes a spouse or civil partner, 
if they are not officially such.

The wider application of insurable interest for members 
of pensions or other group schemes where the insured 
administers the scheme, as a trustee "or otherwise" 
is welcome, providing simple proof that one exists in 
such a situation. Similarly, a clarification for trustees in 
general, enables a trustee to have the same insurable 
interests as a settlor.

Social mores may have moved on, but there is still a 
reluctance to include the interest of a (grand)child in 
its (grand)parent's life as insurable. This is apparently 
because there is some concern that children might seek 

to hasten their parents' ends. I've always thought that 
the introduction of the concept of insurable interest 
was made to avoid such socially undesirable behaviour, 
to prevent insurance being used in a manner akin to 
gambling. This admittedly romantic view of insurance 
might owe much to the consumption of Georgette Heyer 
novels, rather than reality – but it makes a good story.

More regulation: this time SM&CR
The FCA buried its review of the extension of SM&CR 
regulations and near final rules at the bottom of a 
release at the beginning of July. There was little that 
changed, despite commentary from the industry and 
others. It is always helpful to see comments which 
stem from the feedback (I was pleased to see a rather 
necessary nod to Solvency II included in PS18/15), 
although there was a wearying familiar refrain that 
neither regulator had taken into account any suggested 
changes. Note also that there was little appetite to be 
joined up with the obligations under COCON, and even 
though the IAIS is consulting on board composition 
and governance, the PRA and FCA were not inclined to 
take a holistic approach here.

The reduction in the certification regime requirements 
for insurers which are not large firms is to be 
welcomed, but it is clear that the costs of firm's 
compliance with the SM&CR need to be viewed in 
terms of their value for money. Some of the banks' 
feedback on their experiences of the SM&CR has 
been positive and the FCA refers to this in its paper, 
suggesting that Statements of Responsibility have 
improved life for both firms and regulators. However, 
both the regulatory risks and compliance costs seem 
to be rising and one would have hoped that the 
increased regulation would have mitigated at least 
one, if not both, of these. Here are some of the points 
that came out of the FCA paper and the PRA feedback 
(in PS15/18):
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• No change to the Senior Management Functions 
(SMFs) as listed by the FCA. The FCA attempts 
to clarify the overlap rule (applicable to FCA 
governing functions only), introduced to lessen the 
administrative burden with one application, but notes 
that where an FCA required function overlaps with a 
PRA function, two applications will still be required. 
So not much of a concession really. The main point 
about two regulators creating more work is something 
that, despite commentary from the market, the 
regulators are still forging on with a dual regime.

• There is still some discussion as to whether a firm's 
GC (Legal Functionholder) is to be a member of 
certification staff, or otherwise covered by the 
SM&CR. The FCA is proposing to provide further 
thoughts on the issue – given that Solvency II, 
for example, doesn't include the GC in any list of 
functions - but clearly the categorisation of the 
GC is something that the regulator is aware of, 
and more consultation papers are proposed with 
an acknowledgement that firms may be unable 
to determine if the Legal Functionholder needs 
approval. A proposal to introduce an FCA SMF for 
Head of HR has not been accepted. The FCA has 
suggested that firms consider if the HR role is an 
SMF18 (Overall responsibility). Note that the PRA 
has indicated in PS15/18 that it still regards the 
HR and IT functions to be subject to the SM&CR, 
notwithstanding that they are not directly involved 
with regulated activities in most cases – clearly some 
feedback suggested that only those conducting 
regulated activities should be regulated and the 
PRA knocked this one on the head. Equally, the FCA 
was slightly put out that its guidance on SMF18 
was regarded as insufficient by respondents and 
it has provided guidance both in PS18/15 and in 
the Guide to the SM&CR for insurers.

• Handover arrangements – most firms already have 
some form of handover procedure to manage an 
orderly transition, but some questions were raised 
about how the firms should go about demonstrating 
the reasonable steps they have taken to give new 
Senior Managers the information and materials 
that they need to do their job effectively, even (and 
one might say especially) if the previous Senior 
Manager has to leave suddenly. The FCA refers to the 
obligations under COCON and Senior Management 
Conduct Rule 1 to ensure that the business of 
the firm for which that manager is responsible is 
controlled effectively. Note also that the FCA has 
retained the rule status for handover arrangements 
and not made this guidance and the PRA has added 
a new rule.

• Certification regime – no changes to the proposals 
consulted on. However, clarification is provided and a 
change to the definition of "specified Significant Harm 
Function", which now becomes an "FCA Certification 
Function". Despite functions such as "algorithmic 
trading" being unlikely to apply to insurers, they 

are retained in the list at SYSC 27. The FCA states 
helpfully that "The Certification Regime does not 
reduce personal accountability. Ultimate responsibility 
and accountability sit with the Senior Manager 
responsible for each area of the firm's business, but 
we expect all individuals caught by the SM&CR to take 
responsibility for their conduct and actions." The PRA 
has reduced the certification requirements for small 
NDFs – only members of the governing body will be 
included in the Certification Regime.

• The Client Dealing Function is wider than the 
current CF30 and covers any individuals advising or 
dealing for clients. It does not include advising on 
or arranging non-investment insurance products. 
This is helpful as it should reduce the number of 
people covered by the regime in terms of the general 
insurance industry.

• Criminal records checks – no change to the FCA 
proposals despite feedback pointing out the PRA's 
lighter touch requirements. The FCA remained 
unimpressed by arguments that the proposals 
contravened GDPR and the IDD, in the latter case 
stating the broader category of staff subject to the 
criminal records checks under IDD was driven by 
the IDD.

• Regulatory references – again no change to the 
proposals consulted on, but note that firms need 
to update new employers where new information 
comes to light, and a certificate as to fitness and 
propriety cannot be issued until the references have 
been received.

• Conduct Rules – respondents asked for greater 
clarification, including whether or not to apply the 
Conduct Rules to all staff. The FCA sees this as 
ultimately a decision for the firm, but has set out a 
list of ancillary staff in COCON 1.1.2R(6) to whom the 
Conduct Rules do not apply. The FCA points out that 
firms may have a single standard for all employees 
but the FCA rules only apply to those individuals 
within scope. The reporting of breaches of Conduct 
Rules is subject to a different set of rules for the 
PRA – both regulators have defended their position, 
but it remains a dual notification issue and different 
timings apply.

• Finally in this round up, the Transitional 
Arrangements proposed expect Solvency II firms 
and large NDFs to have submitted their form Ks 
(including Statements of Responsibilities) for 
converting approved persons to SMFs no later than 
one week prior to 10 December 2018. The forms are 
going to be live from 10 September 2018 to enable 
this to work. Firms should also identify all their 
certified staff and ensure they meet the Conduct 
Rules requirements when the regime starts on 
10 December 2018, with 12 months to complete 
assessments and get certification paperwork in 
place. The PRA matches this requirement.
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Contract certainty post-Brexit
Finally, the FCA, through Nausicaa Delfas on 19 July, 
raised the long-running saga of contract certainty post-
Brexit, commenting that "There are 'cliff edge' risks that 
would be caused by abrupt loss of passporting". One 
such risk was that of contract continuity, Delfas said.

She called on the EU to come together with the UK 
to eliminate contract uncertainty after identifying 
that insurance contracts were particularly likely to be 
affected here. This reflects comments made by EIOPA 
last year, suggesting that in carrying out Solvency 
II for the benefit of policyholders and ensuring that 
they are adequately protected, payment of claims, for 
example, was part of the regulated activity of carrying 
out contracts of insurance and therefore firms needed 
to be authorised appropriately to do so. I commented 
at the time that it seems harsh to punish an insurer 
who pays out on a claim without authorisation, as 
opposed to one which doesn't pay at all, to avoid such 
a fine (see Article, Pollyanna Deane's insurance column: 
January 2018).

However, in a complete reversal of the usual approach, 
in an update on its preparations for the UK's departure 
from the EU, published also on 19 July, the European 
Commission appeared to dismiss there was an issue 
with contracts being unable to be honoured cross-
border after Brexit:

"In relation to contracts, at this juncture, there does 
not appear to be an issue of a general nature linked 
to contract continuity as in principle, even after 
withdrawal, the performance of existing obligations 
can continue,"

While this does not specifically refer to the payment 
of claims it must mean that the unpaid policyholders 
would have an action against the insurer who doesn't 
pay a claim and their position is not diminished. It is 
also hopeful wording in light of the EIOPA comments 
and may mean that common sense in the shape of 
market conduct and the need to meet policyholder 
expectations trumps a political and regulatory spat. 
We await any follow up to this with interest.

Competition and Big Data
On July 11, the FCA's chairman, Charles 
Randell, warned that financial institutions need to 
be careful about data and how they use it. Randell 
voiced concerns that insurers and lenders were mining 
online data (including social media) to assess risk and 
reward behaviour, so they can offer customers reduced 
premiums, despite customers not knowing the specifics 
of this process. He said that "people must be at the 
centre" of what companies do, and that they had to 
produce concise terms and conditions comprising 
"short and readable statements which make it clear 
what firms will and won't do with data". The consumer 
protection focus is notable given the FCA's lack of 
formal consumer protection powers. Rather than being 
necessarily an indicator of FCA action in this space, 
Randell's statements may be a harbinger of yet more 
action from the CMA, which is increasingly examining 
companies' terms and conditions to determine if they 
meet consumer protection standards. (On June 28, 
the CMA launched an enforcement action against 
online booking websites; warning letters were sent 
demanding they review their terms and practices to 
make sure they are fair and comply with consumer 
protection law.) We may well see the CMA launch a 
similar action against insurers on the data front. With 
respect to competition law, Randell said that the 
data pools of larger financial companies represent 
a barrier to entry, since "without access to the data 
which consumers have signed - or clicked - away, new 
businesses may find it very difficult to compete." This 
reflects the concerns of competition agencies over Big 
Data generally. It is unclear whether the FCA would be 
willing to use its competition powers to explore issues 
raised by Big Data since other agencies have yet to 
produce much concrete analysis, meaning consumer 
protection action by the CMA appears more likely.

Hopefully you are all enjoying the sunshine and reading 
the many papers, reports and requests for feedback 
from our regulators, the Law Commissions and others 
– though personally, I'm hoping that that is not all that 
the summer reading list has to offer!
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